Automatic Tool Changing System from John Henry Foster

**Auto Tool Changers (Destaco):**
- Destaco QC/TP Automatic Tool Changer systems are perfect for multi-tool applications where only one robot will be used. These flexible, modular systems allow tools with many utilities to be quickly and securely switched.
- Pneumatically released, heavy duty failsafe locking system.
- Reliable, high cycle locking system with a lifetime warranty.
- Supported utilities: I/O, air, water, weld power, servo power, vacuum lines, and other fluid lines.

**Robotic Tool Stands (JHF Engineered Products):**
- JHF modular robot tool stands are built to provide repeatable tool docking locations for reliable automatic operations.
- Inductive tool presence sensors from Contrinex provide an extra layer of verification and reliability.
- Designed to be easy to customize for any application.